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There are two common theories concerning language acquisition of more than one language during infancy. The first
claims that infants can not differentiate two different languages and therefore develop general specifications. The
second claims that infants can differentiate between two languages and therefore have fixed specifications. An
alternate theory maintains that some specifications are fixed and some specifications are generalized. This study is
the second part of a longitudinal study to determine the language acquisition process for initial differentiation of
languages contextually. This study analyzes language differentiation for an English and Japanese bilingual child
between 1;9-1;10. The subject was observed in the home with sporadic video coverage and family diaries. This
study concludes that the subject shows linguistic differentiation and initial contextual differentiation based on
language dominance.
Furthermore, this study indicates that Japanese and English are fixed specifications
linguistically, but take on general specifications contextually through interaction in the environment.
＜E-J バイリンガル幼児の言語発達課程における初めのコード切り換え＞
幼児期における１カ国以上の言語習得に関しては，２つの代表的な理論がある．第１の理論は，幼児は２つの異
なる言語を区別できず，それゆえ「一般的指示能力」（General specification）を発達させると主張する．第２の理
論は，幼児は２つの言語を区別し，それゆえ「固定的指示能力」（Fixed specification）を持つと主張する．これら
に代わる主張として，固定的な指示能力もあれば，一般的な指示能力も存在するという見解があげられる．本研究
は，幼児が文脈に即して言語を区別し始める過程を明らかにする狙いをもつが，報告者がこの目的で始めた長期研究
の２つ目の論文に相当する．この研究では，日本語と英語を併用する１才９カ月から１才１０カ月にかけての子ども
にとっての言語区別の能力を分析した．被験者は家庭の中でビデオを用いて観察したが，家族の日記も参考にし
た．その結果，被験者は「言語の優勢」(Language dominance) にもとづいて言語の区別を行ったり，初めて文脈に
従って言語を区別できるようになること，が明らかになった．さらにこの研究では，被験者にとり日本語と英語は
言語的に固定的指示機能をもつことが示されたが，環境における相互の影響を通じて文脈の上では一般的指示機能を
帯びることも確認された．

INTRODUCTION
Two major models have been advanced concerning the acquisition of more than one language during
infancy. The first, which is referred to as the unitary language system hypothesis or the one-system
hypothesis, claims that infants cannot differentiate between two different languages and therefore
develop general specifications that they apply to both (Leopold, 1978; Volterra & Taeschner, 1978). The
theory is that very young bilinguals are not aware of the existence of two different linguistic systems until
they undergo a process of language differentiation during which two separate systems are formed-usually during their second year, about the time they move from one-word to two-word utterances. In
support of this hypothesis, researchers point to the fact that almost all children learning two languages
simultaneously mix them on the phonological, lexical and syntactic levels. (Swain & Wesche, 1975;
Volterra & Taeschner, 1978; Redlinger & Park, 1980).
The second theory of bilingual first-language acquisition claims that infants can distinguish between
two languages and therefore develop fixed specifications for each language (Lindholm & Padilla, 1978, as
explained in Genesee et al, 1995). This theory is supported by recent research indicating that children
are able to differentiate between two languages during the one-word stage and use them appropriately
with different interlocutors before the age of two (Genesee, 1989; DeHower, 1990; Meisel, 1990; Lanza,
1992, Genesee, et al, 1995; Pearson, et al, 1995; Quay, 1995). These studies suggest that the language
mixing common in young bilinguals may be attributed to other factors, including differences in proficiency
in the languages (dominance in one), preferences for one language over the other, and the mixing of the
two languages in the input the child receives (Genesee, et al, 1995).
Karmiloff-Smith (1992) developed a third model that blends these two dominant hypotheses into one
called "representational redescription," which she defines as "explicit knowledge in the mind that
develops from implicit information in the mind, first within a domain and then sometimes across domains"
(p. 18). She offers evidence that bilinguals have fixed specifications in some areas (i.e. phonetics) and
general specifications in other areas (i.e.. contextualization, or the use of each language predominantly
with speakers of that language).
The present study examines the language acquisition of a Japanese-English bilingual child in light of
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these three models, focussing on when and how development of his codeswitching strategies started in
relation to formal aspects of his languages and contextual variables. At the time this study was being
conducted, no longitudinal studies on early codeswitching by young children had been published.
However, in 1995, Quay published the results of a longitudinal study that provided evidence of early
codeswitching through analysis of translation equivalents (TEs) and their relationship to vocabulary
growth and mean length utterances. My own study, however, is the first longitudinal study which attempts
to provide concrete evidence of when and how codeswitching began in relation to other facets of the
subject's linguistic development, including the types of speech patterns used, the level of growth in the
subject's vocabulary and the use of translation equivalents at the time.
Before getting into the study itself, I would like to offer a brief overview of the phenomenon known as
codeswitching and research concerning it to date.
CODESWITCHING BY INFANTS
Codeswitching is defined as the alternate use of languages or mixing of languages in discourse. It is
now recognized as a linguistic strategy used in communication by bilingual children and adults.
Nonetheless, the mixing of linguistic elements by infants in the one-word stage of production was not
traditionally considered to be codeswitching. Instead, it was regarded as evidence of lack of linguistic
proficiency or a lack of awareness of the existence of two languages rather than application of a linguistic
strategy. Until recently, codeswitching strategies were thought to develop only after the bilingual has
entered the two-word production stage, usually around the age of three (Swain & Wesche, 1975; Volterra
& Taeschner, 1978; Redlinger & Park, 1980; and Arnberg, 1987). However, a number of recent studies
have shown that young children can differentiate between two languages during the one-word stage and
use them appropriately with interlocutors from different language groups before the age of two--that is,
they can codeswitch (Genesee, 1989; DeHower, 1990; Meisel, 1990; Lanza, 1992; Genesee, 1995;
Pearson et al, 1995; Quay 1995).
The social motivations for codeswitching have been attributed to heuristic constructs of situational
and metaphorical switching (Blom & Gumperz, 1972). Situational codeswitching takes place when a
speaker moves from one code to another because of a change in topic, place, purpose, or the person
involved in the conversation. For example, a Japanese-American bilingual may speak Japanese to
Japanese people and English to Americans of non-Japanese ancestry. When speaking to another
Japanese-American, s/he may use Japanese to talk about Japanese food or celebrations or even family
affairs, but switch to English to talk about events in the broader American community or current news.
In contrast, metaphorical codeswitching takes place without a change in situation. The change of
code is essentially carried out to draw attention to or to emphasize some element in the discourse. For
example, the same Japanese-American, when talking to another bilingual Japanese-American in English,
might switch to Japanese to add emphasis to certain words or phrases. Bilinguals also may relate
incidents in one language and frame them (giving objective background information, etc.) in another.
Meyers-Scotton (1993) developed a model of codeswitching that claims a speaker has a choice
between a certain degree of "unmarked" and "marked" codes. She defines unmarked codes as usual or
expected choices of communication based on rights and obligations, while marked codes are not the
expected choice within the rights and obligations of the speakers.
Since children's early discourse tends to be focused on the 'here and now,' the codeswitching that is
the focus of this study consists of unmarked code use with family members who predominantly use one
language with the child. In other words, the subject is codeswitching to deal with the expectations of the
person or people he is talking to, not to highlight something he is saying. Quantitative measurements of
linguistic production and the degrees of codeswitching used have been made to determine the
characteristics of the development of the subject's situational codeswitching. Following Lanza's argument
that analyzing interactions with people other than the subject's parents provides a better understanding of
language mixing within the process of language socialization (Lanza, 1992), this study analyzes
interactions in an extended family consisting of the Japanese mother, American father, and Japanese
grandmother and grandfather of the bilingual child.
STUDY
This is the second part of a longitudinal study of the subject's bilingual first-language acquisition. The
first part of this study, which is reported in a paper scheduled for publication in early 1997, followed the
subject through three preliminary developmental stages that formed the linguistic foundation necessary
for the subject to begin codeswitching contextually. The first developmental period (1;0 - 1:6) was the
proto word stage, in which it was found that the subject was dominant in English and could differentiate
English from Japanese phonetically, but did not realize what the vocalizations symbolized. Moreover, he
could not differentiate his two languages contextually, that is, use Japanese with Japanese speakers and
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English with English speakers. The second stage (1;7-1;8) was a period of over generalization. English
was still dominant, but there was linguistic evidence for the subject differentiating between the two
languages. However, the subject did not differentiate the words in social context, possibly because of
lexical gaps. The third stage (1;8-1;9) was the accelerated linguistic production stage. English and
Japanese vocabulary variance was less than 14% for 26 words, indicating that the subject's proficiency in
his two languages had become balanced. Nonetheless, he did not limit the use of English to English
interlocutors and Japanese to Japanese interlocutors. Thus, it was maintained that the child could
differentiate between his two languages linguistically but not contextually.
During the month-long period which is the focus of this paper, the subject acquired some translation
equivalents (TEs) in his lexicon; that is, he began using two words--one in Japanese and one in English-to symbolize the same thing (Volterra & Taeschner, 1978). He also began codeswitching contextually,
using predominantly Japanese with Japanese speakers and predominantly English with his Englishspeaking father.
This paper will analyze this stage of the subject's bilingual development to determine whether the
process conforms to the one-system, two-system or representational redescription model of bilingual
language acquisition. It will also try to provide concrete evidence of when and how codeswitching began
in relation to other facets of the subject's linguistic development, including the types of speech patterns
used, the level of growth in the subject's vocabulary and the use of translation equivalents.
METHOD
The subject of this study is the researcher's son, Jessie. The child was living in Japan at the time of
the study and had been exposed to both languages since birth. His American father usually spoke to him
in English, and his Japanese mother, grandmother, and grandfather always spoke to him in Japanese. All
members of this extended family lived in the same household. Both parents are bilingual, advanced (L2)
level by ACTFL guidelines, who use English as their main medium of communication within the nuclear
family in the home. Japanese is the main medium of communication when all the members of the
extended family interact together or when the parents are not the only two people who are
communicating with each other.
This is the second part of a longitudinal study of Jessie's bilingual first-language acquisition. (A report
of the first part is scheduled to be published in early 1997). A total of sixty minutes of video tape and
audio recordings were collected every two weeks at sporadic times during the periods covered in the first
and second parts of this study. These recordings averaged about 15 minutes each. Recordings were
usually made in the home, during spontaneous interactions consisting mostly of two main activities: free
play and book-related play. Other activities covered in the recordings include meal times and times when
the subject was getting ready to go on outings. The recordings, including everything that was said by the
adults present, were transcribed and contextual notes on the behavior of the child (i.e., eye movement,
facial gestures, pointing, grasping, etc.) were also recorded. Transcriptions were made by a native
Japanese speaker and native English speaker. The IPA system was used to transcribe all utterances by
the child in order to capture his phonological mixing. Conventional orthography was used to transcribe
the parents' and grandparents' speech unless there was phonological mixing, in which case, the IPA
system was used. [Editor's note: we have tried to follow the IPA system as closely as possible in printing
this paper, but unfortunately, we were not able to reproduce all the symbols accurately. Any discrepancy
is the result of printing problems, not author error.] The few cases of disagreement between the two
transcribers were resolved by repeated viewing of the tapes. In addition to the record of the video and
audio recordings, diaries were kept by both parents and the grandmother; in them they made a list of all
new words and vocalizations between 1;0 and 1;10. This data was used to supplement data collected
from the video tapes.
The present paper analyzes the recordings from 1;9(0), 1;9(3), 1;9(15), 1;9(16), 1;9(18), 1;9(21),
1;9(26), and 1;9(27). It was felt that in this one-month period, linguistic and social considerations would
not be too broad. Moreover, this period was chosen for particular attention because it was the period in
which the subject began simple codeswitching to match the interlocutor, indicating contextual
differentiation of his two languages for the first time.
ANALYSIS
To determine formal aspects of the subject's linguistic differentiation and dominance, this study first
analyzed Jessie's lexicon and his mixing within one-word, two-word, and multi-word utterances.
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Japanese-English cognates (English words borrowed for regular use in Japanese) and proper nouns were not
classified as English or Japanese. They accounted for 10.3% of the total number of words in the subject's
lexicon at this point.

In analyzing the child's lexicon, the researcher decided not to use a standardized parent report
instrument because this would limit the possible words produced by the subject. Instead, all Japanese
and English utterances of the subject recorded on the video tapes and in the parents' and grandmother's
diaries were transferred to a journal. Table 1 shows the subject's lexicon at the beginning of the period
under discussion in this paper.
As can be seen in the table, at the inception of this study the child had a lexicon of 15 English words
(51.7%) and 11 Japanese words (38.0%), as well as two Japanese-English cognates (mama and bye)
borrowed from English for use in Japanese as well. Such borrowed words were not included in the word
counts for either language. Proper names such as Ampanman (the name of a cartoon character) and
Japanese particles (case markers such as wa, ga, de, wo and ni) were also excluded from the word
counts for the individual languages in compiling the lexicons during the course of the study. After each
videotaping session, new words that had been produced were recorded in the journal. Words acquired
during the period under study are shown in Table 2.
As the first step in analyzing code mixing by the child, mixing within single words (e.g., [d ae doη]
'Dada' for Daddy) was noted in the lexicons by using bold face print to indicate phonological elements
from one language mixed into words of the other language. Later on, the degrees of phonological mixing
within words and speech patterns were observed as measures of linguistic dominance.
After each lexicon was compiled, the English and Japanese words were compared to determine
translation equivalents (TEs), such as "none" and "nai", "ear" and "mimi". The use of TEs can be
considered evidence of awareness of the existence of different languages, while the rejection of TEs was
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cited by Volterra & Taeschner (1978) to support the unitary language hypothesis (explained in Pearson, et
al,1995). As can be seen in Table 1, there were no TEs in the subject's lexicon at the beginning of this
period in his linguistic development. The first TEs were discovered in the recording of 1;9(0): the word
sun and its Japanese equivalent taiyo (mispronounced by the subject as taiyoγi) . Other TEs and the
dates of acquisition are shown in Table 3.
Analysis then moved beyond the word level. The main unit of coding was the utterance. An utterance
is defined by Lanza as "a word or group of consecutive words between pauses" (1992, p. 638).
Utterances were recorded following the transcription and recording devices used by Genesee et al
(1995). 'Mean length utterances' (MLU), 'upper bound utterances' (UB), and 'multimorphemic
units' (MMU) were also calculated following procedures described in Genesee et al (1995).
Speech
patterns in multi-word utterances were divided into five categories: Japanese patterns ([Ampanman nai]
'Anpanman isn't here.'), English patterns ([bal rol] 'The ball rolls.'), simultaneous use of TEs ([n∧n
nai] 'none, none'), patterns combining words in one language with Japanese-English cognates ([mama
kabaη] 'Mama's bag') and other mixed patterns ([babaη h ae t] 'Grandma's hat'). To provide information
on the types of items switched, the distribution of words in each grammatical category was then analyzed.
In addition to this extensive analysis of the formal aspects of the subject's code mixing, a contextual
analysis was also conducted by examining the relationship between the words produced and the context
in which they were used, with particular attention paid to the interlocutor in each case.
A patterned
speech analysis was performed on data from the video tapes and the adult's notes to determine their
relationship to the interlocutor's native language. (Patterned speech is defined as "something more than
one word and less than syntax" [Dore, Franklin, Miller, & Ramer, 1976]). The frequency and direction of
switches according to interlocutor were recorded to determine the degree of contextual differentiation and
contextual dominance. Utterances with contextual evidence, making it difficult to determine the direction
of switches to specific interlocutors in the group, were recorded as utterances directed toward all
members.
Finally, the results of this analysis were examined in light of the three models of bilingual firstlanguage acquisition explained in the introduction to see if they conform to any of these models. The
results are presented and discussed below.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
During the one-month period under study, the subject produced 31 new English words and 37 new
Japanese words. These words and the times of their acquisition are shown in Table 2. With the 68
words shown in Table 2 added to the 26 words acquired during the first part of the study (1;0 - 1;9), the
subject's total lexicon at the end of the period had expanded to 94 words.
As mentioned above, the subject's pronunciation was recorded using the IPA system so that even
though the lexicon was divided according to language, phonological mixing could be noted. A summary
of the mixing that occurred within words appears in Table 3. Because it was felt that mixing may be
induced by context, the interlocutor was also noted. As can be seen in the table, all of the mixing at this
level occurred in English words and most (60%) during conversation with the subject's father. Possible
reasons for these trends will be suggested later when we consider the influence of contextual factors on
the subject's language production.
It was at the beginning of this period that the first set of translation equivalents (sun/taiyo) appeared
in the lexicon. Interestingly, these words were not used at separate times in different contexts; they were
produced during the course of a single conversation in which it can be clearly seen that Jessie was aware
that they meant the same thing. The relevant part of the conversation, as recorded on video tape and
later transcribed, is shown here as Example 1.
Example 1: 1;9(0) Transcription of video tape showing initial use of TEs used synonymously
Setting: Jessie is looking at a book with pictures of the sun and moon in it while sitting on his training potty.
His grandmother is holding the book while squatting down in front of him. Both his father and grandmother
are asking him questions about the pictures of the sun and the moon in the book.
Speaker
Utterance
Context
Jessie:
[mu:n]
Pointing to the picture of the moon as his
/moon/
grandmother opens up a book with a
'moon'
picture of the moon in it
Grandmother:

Mo ikkai iute, doozo?
once more say please
'Can you say that once
more please?'
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Asking Jessie to repeat

Jessie:

[mu:n]

Pointing to the moon

/moon/
'moon'
[s∧n]
/sun/
'sun'

Pointing to the sun with a big gleam of
pleasure coming over his face

Father:

What does mama call it, Jessie?

Looking at the opened book

Grandmother:

Mama ga iuta?
/mama SUB say/
What does mama say?

Looking at the opened book still in her
hand

Jessie:

[s∧n]
/sun/
'sun'

Pointing to the sun

[mu:n]
/moon/
'moon'

Pointing to the moon

Father:

What does mama call it?

Looking at the opened book

Jessie:

[taiyoγi]
/taiyo (sun)/
'sun'

Pointing at the moon

Grandmother:

Mama wa?
/mama TOP/
'What does mama say?'

Pointing to the moon

Jessie:

[mama]
/mama/
'mama'

Pauses and thinks

[mu:n]
/moon/
'moon'

Pointing to the moon

Grandmother:

Mama?
/mama/
'mama'

Pointing to the opposite page where the
picture of the sun is

Jessie:
/taiyo (sun)/

[taiyoγi]
expressed on his face
'sun'

Pointing to the sun with a beam of joy

Note:

In this and later examples, the first line of Jessie's utterances shows the IPA transcription, the second,
a word gloss between slashes and the third, the presumed meaning in English. For Grandmother's
utterances, capital letters are used to indicate Japanese particle functions in the word gloss on the
second line (SUB= subject marker, TOP = topic marker, QUEST = question marker and END= end
marker). Note that Jessie has only approximated the conventional pronunciation of the Japanese
equivalent of sun (taiyo).

In this exchange, it appears that at first the subject could not distinguish between the pictures of the
sun and moon, perhaps because both are round and the only difference is the color. In the end, however,
he does use both the English and Japanese words for the same picture of the sun, indicating that he
realizes they mean the same thing. Moreover, as we will see in Example 2, only two days later, the
subject again connected these TEs while looking at the same picture. In the second exchange, he also
gave a clear indication of his awareness that they were from two different languages by coupling the
Japanese word with "Mama", the parent who would use that word with him.
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Japanese-English cognates (English words borrowed for regular use in Japanese) were not classified as
English or Japanese. Proper nouns and Japanese particles were not included in the total number of
words either. These excluded words accounted for 5.6% of the total number of words in the subject's
lexicon at this point.

Notes:

N=number of phonologically mixed one-word utterances recorded from video.

Percentages are

rounded off to nearest tenth
Example 2: 1;9(2) Transcription of video tape showing linkage of same TEs and awareness of relationship of one
with a specific interlocutor
Setting: Jessie is with his grandmother in the kitchen, where she is preparing some food. Jessie is on the
floor looking at a book. It is opened to a place where pictures of the sun and moon appear on facing pages.
This is the same picture of the sun as in Example 1.
Speaker
Grandmother:

Utterance
taiyo
/sun/
'sun'

Context
Looking down at the picture of the sun and
pointing at it

Father:

sun

Sitting next to his son and looking at the
book

Jessie:

[mama taiyoγiyoγi]
/mama taiyo (sun)/
'Mama calls it taiyo.'

Looking at the picture and then looking up
towards his father while pointing to the
picture of the sun
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In Example 2, although his father uses the English word, the subject refers to his mother and uses
the Japanese equivalent. Thus the subject differentiates between what his mother calls the sun and what
his father calls it. It should be noted that since the subject's parents use English as their main medium of
communication within the nuclear family, Jessie has probably heard his mother say [s∧n] when talking
with the father. Nonetheless, he identifies the Japanese word [taiyo] with what his mother calls the sun.
This can be seen as indicative of awareness that Japanese is his mother's native tongue.��
Development of this awareness of the existence of two languages can be seen in the subsequent
acquisition of more pairs of translation equivalents. As shown in Table 4, between 1;9-1;10 the subject
produced 7 pairs of TEs.

*

Times of word acquisition indicate when they were recorded on video tape unless the word is followed by
the @ mark, in which case it was recorded in one of the diaries.

Although the existence of these TEs in the subject's lexicon might be interpreted as a sign of
differentiation of his two languages, it is also conceivable that the subject could use TEs without
understanding that they are synonymous. Thus, it is not until we look at the context of the discourse and
analyze the subject's multi-word utterances that we can be sure whether he is aware of and differentiates
between the two languages in his environment.
We will therefore move into a more general discussion of the subject's discourse. As explained
above, the main unit of coding in this study was the utterance, as defined by Lanza. Multi-word speech
patterns recorded during this period are shown in Table 5.
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To give an indication of the stage of the development of the subject's languages, the lengths of the
subject's utterances were noted and recorded according to the interlocuter and the language used. The
mean length of utterances (MLU) was then calculated for comparative purposes using the procedures
described in Genesee et al (1995). The results are given in Table 6.
___________________________________________________________________________________
TABLE 6. Mean Length Utterances (MLU) During Initial Codeswitching Stage
One-Word Utterances
Two-Word Utterances
_Interlocutor
English Japanese
Other
English
Japanese
Other
Total__
Father
54
16
13
20
2
10
115
Mother
4
18
8
0
8
7
45
Grandmother
5
18
4
0
8
8
43
Grandfather
0
2
0
0
0
0
2
_Group
0
0
0
0
0
2
2__
Total Utterances
63
54
25
20
18
25
207
Total Words
63
54
25
40
36
54
272
_Mean Length Utterance
1.31__

Table 6 shows that the MLU for the subject during initial code switching was 1.31. Furthermore,
Table 5 shows that there were only two MMU produced by the child (i.e. daikoh no ii). Table A in the
Appendix indicates that the UB (Upper Bound Utterances) was 2 words. Hence, the subject is only
starting to produce word constructions of more than one word, and the period under study was one of
transition from one-word to two-word utterances.
Code-mixing at the utterance level was then examined by looking at speech patterns in multi-word
utterances. Videotaped utterances were divided into five categories: Japanese patterns, English
patterns, simultaneous use of TEs, patterns combining words in one language with Japanese-English
cognates, and other mixed patterns. The results are tabulated in Table 7.
___________________________________________________________________________________
TABLE 7. Speech Patterns of Multi-Word Utterances During the Initial Codeswitching Stage
One-Language
Mixed Language
_Interlocutor
English
Father
20 (62.5%)
Mother
0 (0.0%)
Grandmother 0 (0.0%)
Grandfather
0 (0.0%)
_Group
0 (0.0%)
_Total Patterns 20 (30.8%)

Japanese
2 (6.3%)
8 (53.3%)
8 (50.0%)
0 (0.0%)
0 (0.0%)
18 (27.7%)

Simultaneous
TEs
6 (18.7%)
2 (13.3%)
3 (18.8%)
0 (0.0%)
2 (100%)
13 (20.0%)

Cognate
Combinations
0 (0.0%)
2 (13.3%)
4 (25.0%)
0 (0.0%)
0 (0.0%)
6 (9.2%)

Other
Mixes
4 (12.5%)
3 (20.0%)
1 (6.3%)
0 (0.0%)
0 (0.0%)
8 (12.3%)

Total____
32 (100%)
15 (100%)
16 (100%)
0 (0.0%)
2 (100%)
65 (100%)

* Percentages are rounded off to the nearest tenth of a percent.

The emergence of speech patterns in which TEs are produced simultaneously is significant because
it indicates that the subject realizes that they signify the same thing. More than the isolated use of TEs,
simultaneous use provides clear indication that the subject sees these Japanese and English words as
synonymous. Table 7 shows that TEs are used simultaneously a total of 13 times during the period in
question, and that 20% of all speech patterns exhibited between 1;9-1;10 involve simultaneous use of
TEs. Moreover, there were other utterances featuring simultaneous TEs that were recorded in the diaries
but not on tape (i.e. [mimi ir]). Table A in the Appendix offers proof of the prevalence of this speech
pattern: out of 207 recorded utterances directed toward the specified interlocutors during the period in
question, 13 (6.3 %) employed TEs simultaneously.
It should be stressed that before 1;9 the subject didn't produce any TEs. Simultaneous use of TEs
first occurred when the subject said, "[n∧n, nai]" at 1;9(6) and then again at 1;9(15) (Examples 3 and 4,
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respectively.) The utterance [n∧n, nai] accounted for 7 out of 207 recorded utterances with the specified
interlocutors (3.4 %) . Examples 3 and 4 present the initial observation of equivalent forms used
simultaneously.
Example 3: 1;9(6) Transcription of video tape showing first simultaneous production of TEs
( [n∧n, nai])
Setting: Jessie is in the kitchen, sitting in his high chair and drinking some milk. His father, mother and
grandmother are sitting at the table eating, also.
Speaker
Jessie:

Utterance
[n∧n, nai]
/none, none/
'none, none'

Context
after looking into the cup and seeing it is
empty, hands the cup to his father while
addressing him and gazing into his father's
eyes

When this video segment is viewed, it seems clear that the subject is addressing his father, although
his mother and grandmother are also present. In Table A in the Appendix, this was therefore included in
utterances addressed to his father. However the question arises, why did the subject use both [n∧n]
and [nai] while directing his gaze to his father?
Now let us turn to Example 4, where the same TEs are used.

Example 4: 1;9(15) Diary record of the utterance of [n∧n, nai]
Setting: Jessie is in the room with his father, mother, and grandmother, who are discussing something while
Jessie is playing with some pots and pans on the floor.
Speaker
Jessie:

Utterance
[n∧n, nai]
/none, none/
'none, none'

Context
picking up an empty pan and holding it out
towards where his parents and
grandmother are talking, trying to get
their attention.

In this example, it is difficult to determine who is being addressed; the child could be addressing any
or all of the adults sitting at the table nearby. Hence, in Table A in the Appendix, this is classified as an
utterance directed toward the group. With this example, we are still left with the question of why the
subject used TEs in the same utterance, that is, why he followed an English word with its Japanese
equivalent.
One hypothesis is that the subject was using both the English word [n∧n] and the Japanese word
[nai] to address all the members of the family. This hypothesis is supported by Example 4, in which the
subject appears to have awareness of all the members in the environment because he is looking towards
a group composed of his mother, grandmother, and father. A second hypothesis, however, is that the
subject is addressing only one member of the group in Example 4 --his father --whom he associates with
as a bilingual. This second hypothesis could be supported by Example 3, which seems to show that the
subject identifies his father as bilingual. However, it is also possible that in Example 3 the subject might
have been thinking in Japanese and then switched to English after looking up at his father while holding
the cup.
Another possibility is that the subject did not know which language he should use with his father and
chose to use both languages to communicate his message in Example 3. Such use of both languages by
a bilingual is referred to as exploratory codeswitching because the subject explores an alternate choice to
determine the appropriate language to communicate in (Meyers-Scotton, 1993).
Yet another hypothesis is that there were many people in the room and the subject was not
necessarily addressing only the father in Example 3. This type of language use is referred to as a
change between two unmarked codes because the subject changes codes to address the other
interlocutor in the appropriate language (Meyers-Scotton, 1993).
With four possible explanations of these utterances, it was felt necessary to analyze other
simultaneous use of TEs by the subject. In doing so, it was found that out of 12 cases recorded on the
video tapes in which the subject used Japanese and English lexical equivalents in the same utterance,
there was only one instance in which the subject was alone with only one other family member. This
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occurred in Example 5, in which the subject again used [n∧n] and [nai] together to tell his father that the
television was not on.
Example 5: 1;9(16) Transcription of video tape showing the utterance [n∧n, nai]
Setting: Jessie runs to his grandmother's room and goes to her bed. His father is the only one with him,
following him with the video camera. Jessie then picks up the television remote control and presses it while
pointing it in the direction of the TV. He looks at the television, expecting it to go on, but it doesn't because
he has the control pointing towards the floor.
Speaker
Jessie:

Utterance
[n∧n n∧n n∧n n∧n]
/none, none, none, none/
'none, none, none, none'

Context
holding the control and looking at his
father

[n∧n,nai]
/none, none/
'none, none'

after placing the television control back on
his grandmother's bed and walking out of
her room and down the hallway

[n∧n,nai]
/none, none/
'none, none'

opening the door to his grandfather's room
and, pointing to his grandmother's
bedroom, addresses his grandmother,
who is serving his grandfather his dinner

[n∧n,nai]
/none, none/
'none, none'

closes the door to his grandfather's
room and, pointing towards his
grandmother's bedroom, addresses
his father

This example, coupled with the fact that the subject did not use TEs simultaneously with the other
family members in isolated instances, can be taken as support of the hypothesis that the subject
associates dual membership of the Japanese and English speech communities with his father. It also
fulfills conditions that Meyers-Scotton (1993) maintains are prerequisites for unmarked codeswitching.
She maintains that for this type of codeswitching to occur, both speakers must be bilingual and consider
themselves as having dual membership in different speech communities. It can occur in settings such as
in a family.
These examples show that the subject does have an awareness of both languages and realizes that
two different lexical terms, one from each language, are TEs. Furthermore, they indicate that the subject
is using codeswitching as an unmarked choice.
Now that the subject had started using TEs simultaneously, it was felt important to evaluate the
relationship between this pattern and other types of two-word utterances. Table 5 is a list of Japanese
and English two-word utterances produced by the subject between 1;9-1;10. First, these utterances were
analyzed according to the grammatical parts of speech used. The results are shown in Table 8.

___________________________________________________________________________________
TABLE 8. Grammatical Patterns of Speech During Initial Codeswitching Stage
Grammatical Pattern
English
Japanese
Mixed
Total__________
N N (Possessive structure) 4 (20.0%)
4 (20.0%)
8 (40.0%)
N N (Other structures)
3 (15.0%)
3 (15.0%)
N PART N
1 (5.0%)
1 (5.0%)
ADV A (Optional PART)
1 (5.0%)
1 (5.0%)
ADV ADV
2 (10.0%)
2 (10.0%)
NV
1 (5.0%)
1 (5.0%)
ADV N
1 (5.0%)
1 (5.0%)
N ADV
1 (5.0%)
1 (5.0%)
2 (10.0%)
_N PART A
1 (5.0%)
1 (5.0%)________
_Total
5 (25.0%)
5 (25.0%)
10 (50.0%)
20 (100%)_______
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It was found that 40% of these patterns were comprised of noun-plus-noun structures that were used as
possessives (i.e., [d ae da pI lo] dada pillow, meaning 'Daddy's pillow"). 15% were other noun-plus-noun
structures (i.e., [no nai] 'no, none'). 10% were adverb-plus-adverb structures (i.e. [n∧n, nai] 'none,
none'), and another 10% were noun-plus-adverb configurations (i.e. [ampanmaη nai] ' Anpanman is not
here'.) The rest were split evenly between noun-plus-particle-plus-noun structures (i.e. [soγe wa moγi]
'that (is) a forest'), adverb-plus-an-adjective plus an optional particle (i.e., [mo i: yo ko] 'it's already good'),
noun-plus-verb configurations (i.e., [bal rol] 'the ball (is) rolling'), adverb-plus-noun structures (i.e., [mot:o
oto] 'more sound'), and use of a noun plus a particle plus an adjective (i.e. ,[daikoη no i:] 'Daikon radish is
good').
In terms of the language(s) used in two-word utterances during this period, it was found that 30.8%
were both English, 27.7% were both Japanese, 20.0% were simultaneous TEs, 9.2% had JapaneseEnglish cognates combined with words from one of the languages, and 12.3% were other mixed patterns,
as seen in Table 7.
Perhaps the most striking aspect of the subject's two-word utterances during this period was the
relationship between the type of utterance and the interlocutor. Table 9 provides a breakdown of the
subject's utterances according to interlocutor during the period in question.

___________________________________________________________________________________
TABLE 9. Total Observed Utterances Directed Toward Interlocutors During Initial Codeswitching_
Father

Mother

115 (55.5%)

45 (21.7%)

Grandmother

Grandfather

43 (20.8%)

2 (1.0%)

Group

Total Turns

2 (1.0%)

207 (100%)

___________________________________________________________________________________

If we return to Table 7, we can analyze the relationship between the language used and the
interlocutor. We find that out of a total of 32 two-word utterances directed towards the subject's father, 20
(62.5%) were comprised of two English words. Furthermore, out of all the two-word utterances that were
directed towards his mother, grandmother, or grandfather, no combinations of two English words (0.0%)
were produced. Hence, two-word English speech patterns were used exclusively with the subject's
father. This suggests that the child distinctly limited combinations of two English words to interactions
with his father, the only native English speaker in his environment.
In contrast, although some
combinations of two Japanese words were directed to the subject's father, they were limited to 6.3% of
the total utterances directed towards him. Furthermore, out of all two-word patterns directed toward his
mother and grandmother, the child used Japanese patterns for 53.3% and 50%, respectively. No twoword utterances directed to his grandfather were recorded on videotape. The remainder of the utterances
directed at these interlocutors consisted of mixed patterns. This is further evidence that the child was
employing unmarked codeswitching with his family members, because he identifies English and
Japanese with his father, and Japanese with his mother, grandmother, and grandfather.
The subject's use of the appropriate language with different interlocutors was also indicated in the
relationship between language and interlocutor in his one-word utterances during this period, as seen in
Table 10.
___________________________________________________________________________________
TABLE 10. Language and Interlocutor in One-Word Utterances During Initial Codeswitching Stage
English

Japanese

J-E
Cognates

Phonological
Mixes

Father

55 (66.3%)

16 (19.3%)

6 (7.2%)

6 (7.2%)

83 (100%)

Mother

4 (13.3%)

18 (60.0%)

5 (16.7%)

3 (10.0%)

30 (100%)

Grandmother

5 (18.5%)

18 (66.7%)

3 (11.1%)

1 (3.7%)

27 (100%)

_Grandfather
0 (0.0%)
_Total Patterns 64 (45.1%)

2 (100%)
54 (38.0%)

0 (0.0%)
14 (9.9%)

0 (0.0%)
10 (7.0%)

Interlocutor

Total________

2 (100%)___
142 (100%)___
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Table 10 shows that in his one-word utterances the subject reveals predominant use of appropriate
language with respect to native speakers of the language. For example, only 19.3% of all one-word
utterances directed toward the father are Japanese. Furthermore, only 13.3% of all one-word utterances
to the mother and 18.5% of all one-word utterances to the grandmother are English. Finally, none (0%) of
the one-word utterances directed towards the grandfather are English.
Having established the predominant use of appropriate language according to interlocutor, I would
like to return to the subject of phonological mixing. A summary of words with phonological mixing
produced between 1;9-1;10 is given in Table 3. As indicated in the table, words in which such mixing
appeared comprised 7.0% of the subject's lexicon. Now, let's look at an example of the kind of context in
which such mixing occurred.
Example 6: 1;9(27) Transcription of video tape showing phonological mixing ([mu:u:n] and [bitoη)
Setting: The father is reading a story to his son while his son is responding to the pictures in the book.
Speaker
Utterance
Context
Father:
Sure. I'll help said the
reading a passage followed by a
picture of a cow
Jessie:

[mu:u:η]
/moo (sound of a cow)/
'moo'

looking at the picture of the miniature
cow and then turning the page

Father:

Good. We are on page 6.

pointing to a beet in a large picture

All right. What's that?
Jessie:

[bitoη]

looking at the picture of the beet

/beet/
'beet'

Despite the phonological mixing present within words such as [mu:u:η] and [bitoη] when speaking with
his American father, the subject's utterance closely resembles the English words for these objects.
As we saw earlier in Table 10, the child predominantly uses English with his father (66.3% of the
time). If we include all mixed utterances that contain English and Japanese-English cognates that were
originally borrowed from English (7.2%), the subject's use of English with his American father rises to
73.5%. (See Table A in the Appendix). I therefore maintain that the child's use of English towards his
father was dominant between 1;9-1;10.
Furthermore, it should be noted that between 1;9 and 1;10, whenever the subject used words for
which he had already acquired the translation equivalent, he produced the member of the pair
appropriate to the interlocutor, that is, he used the Japanese word with native speakers of Japanese and
the English equivalent with his American father. For example, the subject had learned the word [uma],
meaning 'horse' by 1;8(13), and by 1;9(21) he had also acquired its English TE [horsi]. (See Tables 1 and
2.) Although the Japanese TE had been acquired first, the subject used the word [horsi] with his
American father. This might be attributed to the subject's imitation of his father's words immediately after
they had been uttered. However, Example 7 provides further evidence that in using TEs, the subject was
choosing the native language of the interlocutor.
Example 7: 1;9(26) Transcription of video tape showing phonologically mixed utterance [hebi]
Setting: Jessie is in his grandmother's room and looking at a book with her.
Speaker
Utterance
Context
Grandmother:
Kore wa nani desu ka?
pointing to a picture of a snake
/This TOP what is QUEST/
'What is this?'
Jessie:

[hebi]
/snake/
'snake'

looking at the picture of the snake

Grandmother:

Ah. Sugoi Jessie. Hebi ga iru ne.
/Oh, great Jessie. Snake SUB is PART/
'Oh, great Jessie. That's a snake, isn't it.'

Looking at Jessie with a big smile,
patting him on the head and
applauding him.
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Jessie:

[hebi, hebi]
/snake, snake/
'snake, snake'

after turning to another page of the
book and pointing to another snake

As we saw in Table 2, the subject acquired the word snake [sneik] at 1;9(0) and first produced its
Japanese equivalent [hebi] at 1;9(15). Example 7 shows that the subject produced the Japanese word
[hebi] again at 1;9(26) when talking with his grandmother without her having said the Japanese word first
so that he could imitate it. This suggests a definite preference for using the Japanese word [hebi] when
responding to his Japanese grandmother's question.
Moreover, in the limited number of instances where the child uses one-word utterances in the
language other than the native language of the interlocutor, he had not yet acquired the TE for that
particular object or action. Thus it appears that his choice of that language was due to a lexical gap
rather than confusion of his two languages. This suggests that in terms of social context, the subject
preferred to use the native language of the interlocutor.
CONCLUSION
This study is the first to analyze at what stage of the linguistic development of a simultaneous
bilingual child codeswitching begins. To do so, it analyzes when and how codeswitching begins in
relation to formal and contextual aspects of his language production, including types of speech patterns,
vocabulary growth, TEs and MLUs. This was an early stage in the language acquisition of the subject, an
English/Japanese bilingual child. His MLU was 1.31, his UB was two words and he exhibited only two
MMU. Although he was dealing with two languages, phonological mixing in his one-word utterances was
limited (7.0%).
Mixing within speech patterns, however, was more common (up to 41.5%).
In
grammatical terms, the subject produced nine different speech patterns. The majority (40%), however,
consisted of noun-plus-noun constructions that were used to indicate possession. The child's lexicon at
this stage indicates that his two languages are balanced.
The initial appearance of TEs between 1;9-1;10 meant that for the first time, it was possible for the
subject to codeswitch situationally. During this same period, the subject began to show dominant use of
the native language of the interlocutor in both one-word utterances and speech patterns. At this time, he
also produced TEs simultaneously, thus giving a clear indication that he understood that the two words,
one from each of his languages, were synonymous. Further analysis of the subject's contextual use of
TEs simultaneously as well as his mixed utterances offered further indication of the development of his
ability to codeswitch situationally.
Finally, in considering the child's linguistic development in light of the one-system, two-system and
representational redescription models of bilingual first-language acquisition, it should be noted that the
subject seemed to have some specifications that were fixed for each of his languages, and others that
were generalized. Before 1;9 the subject could differentiate between most Japanese and English words
with limited phonological mixing (Wanner, forthcoming). However, he could not differentiate between
Japanese and English words contextually at that stage. This would indicate fixed specifications for
classifying words phonetically into two categories but general specifications for differentiation between
Japanese and English words contextually. After 1;9 the subject continued to differentiate between most
Japanese and English words phonetically with limited mixing.
This supports earlier findings for
differentiation between two languages phonetically (Lanza, 1992; Genesee et al, 1995). In addition, in
this stage, the subject showed predominant differentiation of Japanese and English words and speech
patterns contextually. The high degree of mixing in speech patterns contextually between 1;9-1;10
indicates that the subject was in the early stages of developing general specifications.
Thus, the subject's development provides strong evidence for an interactional position between the
one-system hypothesis and the two-system hypothesis along the lines of the theory of representational
redescription. It would appear that for this subject, Japanese and English are two separate domains that
take on general specifications developed contextually through interaction in the environment.
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